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      Filling the gap between demand and offer  

 



Low in Google results

ENOSTRA, the renewable 
energy cooperative based 
in Milan, was 10th in the 
result list for the search 
“renewable and 
sustainable energy”



Deep-down environmental news

Gebni, an app to 
reduce restaurants’ 
food waste

ZIPCAR, with a fleet 
of Golf-e; 
ECOTRICiTY and the 
network of 
renewable energy 
charging points;  

EVHIGHWAYSTATUS 
and ZAPMAP to find 
EV charging points 
nearby

Copia, an app to 
reduce catering food 
waste

Hazel Blog, Collectively, Guardian  
Screenshots taken 04.07.2016



What we are building



What’s in the database

Number of projects in the database per region



Semantic search engine                        
matches words with types of 
action and types of objects 
they apply to

Browsing the cleanweb                              
organises the cleanweb world in 
relation to six key behavioural 
changes and the digital tools that 
enable them

Contributing references                              
gives the opportunity to point out 
new, relevant projects that will be 
added to the directory

Footer                                                
gives access to social media and 
resources

The IYWTo web app

Highlights                          
shows the latest projects 
published on the platform



The project page

What?                      
summarises the project’s 
core proposition using a 
video when available; rates 
the level of maturity, the 
type of benefits, the 
technology used and the 
country of origin

Contributions                         
is a space where 
“registered” users can tell 
about their impressions 
and their experience of the 
project

Who?                                     
states the mission set by the 
founders and uses a video, 
when available, to know 
them better

Try it out button                              
takes the user to the 
project main web page, 
thus generating quality 
leads to the project

Recommendations                         
suggests projects similar in 
spirit to the one the user is 
viewing



The cleanweb directory

The open science element 
of the project. It is the 
repository that contains all 
the projects referenced by 
users as urls, titles, short 
descriptions and 
geography (coming soon). 
Each description can be 
edited after login.

The largest repository of 
cleanweb apps and 
solutions, that grew to over 
2,000 references in the 
space of three months.



Make the search engine local

Where? Here in Amsterdam                        
a filter that presents only the 
actions and the projects 
available locally

What can I do in Amsterdam?                               
a list of types of climate 
actions which are local and 
divided by domain, e.g. take 
part in an electronics repair 
workshop

New opportunities for 
climate action in Amsterdam                            
a selection of the newest and 
most exciting local cleanweb 
projects



For start-ups

The first dedicated 
marketplace where 
you can gain visibility 
and build engagement 
with people who care 

Offer Ask
Add your project and 
recognise the leads that 
come to you via IYWTo, 
so that we can continue 
to grow the community  



For corporations

Associate your brand 
with a dynamic, 
engaged community 
of innovators and 
people who care 

Offer Ask
Sponsor IYWTo in your 
key markets. This will 
help us to serve new 
geographies and give 
access to new projects



For investors

Access to a powerful 
tool for competitive 
intelligence and 
market insights  

Offer Ask
Make a financial 
contribution so that we 
can cover, track and 
analyse the market 
more effectively
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